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Practices
Consumer Financial Services

Consumer and Class Action
Defense

Fair Credit Reporting Act
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Counseling

Industries
Banking & Finance

Education
J.D., cum laude, Southern
Methodist University Dedman
School of Law, 2004

B.S., summa cum laude, Texas
Christian, 1999

Admissions
Texas

U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit

U.S. District Court for the
Eastern, Northern, Southern,
and Western Districts of Texas

Walter McInnis represents a wide array of financial services companies in
litigation throughout Texas and federal courts. He also advises clients during
investigations conducted by regulatory agencies and state attorneys general.
Walter regularly defends financial services providers against claims brought
pursuant to RESPA, TILA, FCRA, and FDCPA.

He has represented financial institutions exclusively since 2010. His practice
focuses on defending mortgage lenders, servicers, and other financial services
providers against borrower complaints alleging violations of state and federal
statutes, wrongful foreclosures, and debt collection rules.

Personal
Walter is a rare breed of a renaissance man who has—to varying degrees of
competence—flown airplanes, hang-glided, skydived, bungee jumped and
sailed. Having failed to break anything more severe than several bones in his
face and neck during these efforts, he also enjoys riding a constantly varying
stable of motorcycles at speeds best characterized as enthusiastically free-
spirited. Walter loves and hates college football in equal measure, and he
adopted an English Premier League side for whom he would happily traverse
the Abyss if it brought his dear Magpies glory. Away from his sporting interests,
Walter enjoys spending preposterous sums spoiling his pound-found pit bulls
Lola and Stella, and incurring accidental self-inflicted blunt force injuries and
electrical burns in his garage when pursuing his latest great idea without the
burden of reading any instructions, ever. He holds bafflingly wrong-headed
takes on virtually every corner of popular culture, but he usually also has a
preponderance of the high scores at his local arcade.
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